Points to Consider

When selecting the winner ask yourself the following questions:

- Do the illustrations represent the story in a way that increases your understanding and appreciation of the story?

- Do the illustrations match the story, theme or mood?

- Are the illustrations a good example of the artistic technique used?

- Examples of possible techniques include: watercolor, photographs, pen and ink, oils, cut paper, collage, gouache, colored pencil, and mixed media.

- Are the illustrations appropriate for the intended audience (children up to age 14)?

Truro Public Library

Mock Caldecott Ballot

2018

Please vote for your favorite until Friday, December 22, 2017

Look for results of the election at http://www.alsc.ala.org/blog/2018-mock-elections/ or on our facebook page
PLEASE VOTE FOR ALL TITLES
with a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
1 being your favorite and 6 being your least favorite.

☐ The Antlered Ship
illustrated by Terry Fan and Eric Fan, written by Dashka Slater

☐ After the Fall: How Humpty Dumpty Got Back Up Again
by Dan Santat

☐ Niko Draws a Feeling
illustrated by Simone Shin, written by Bob Raczka

☐ Muddy: The Story of Blues Legend Muddy Waters
illustrated by Evan Turk, written by Michael Mahin

☐ Life
illustrated by Brendan Wenzel, written by Cynthia Rylant

☐ Mighty Moby
illustrated by Ed Young, written by Barbara DaCosta

Thank you!